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ABSTRACT

Current objective video quality metrics typically estimate

video quality for short video sequences (10 to 15 sec) of

constant quality. However, customers of video services usu-

ally watch longer sequences of videos which are more and

more delivered via adaptive streaming methods such as HTTP

adaptive streaming (HAS). A viewing session in such a set-

ting contains several different video qualities over time. In

order to express this in an overall score for the whole viewing

session, several temporal pooling methods have been pro-

posed in the related work. Within this paper, we set out to

compare the performance of different temporal pooling meth-

ods for the prediction of Quality of Experience (QoE) for

HTTP video streams with varying qualities. We perform this

comparison based on ground truth rating data gathered in a

crowdsourcing study in the context of the NGMN P-SERQU

project. As input data for the models, we use objective video

quality metrics such as PSNR, SSIM but also very basic in-

puts such as the bitrate of the clips only. Our results show

that certain pooling methods perform clearly better than oth-

ers. These results can help in identifying well performing

temporal pooling methods in the context of HAS.

Index Terms— adaptive streaming, HTTP streaming,

video QoE, temporal pooling, mobile video, variable video

quality

1. INTRODUCTION

According to a recent study [1], already 51 percent of mobile

traffic was video traffic by the end of 2012 and this share and

∗The first and second author performed the work while they were affili-

ated with FTW Telecommunications Research Center Vienna.

its total volume are expected to rise in the next years. When

transmitting videos over a wireless network, changing chan-

nel conditions are a big problem. Even though packet loss can

be prevented by the use of TCP, different radio conditions and

congestion lead to varying bandwidths. If the available band-

width falls below the video bit rate, eventually stalling will

occur which severly deteriorates the users’ Quality of Expe-

rience (QoE) [2]. To avoid stalling in mobile environments,

streamed videos either have to be encoded in a very low qual-

ity or adapt dynamically to the available bandwidth.

HTTP adaptive streaming (HAS) is a popular adaptation

approach which reuses existing web technology and switches

between different versions of the same content. On the server,

the video is available in two or more different encodings and

split into small chunks, each containing a few seconds of the

video. The client requests the small chunks via HTTP and

can choose between the different encodings depending on its

current network condition. If channel conditions get worse,

the rate determining algorithm in the HAS client adapts to the

reduced bandwidth by selecting lower bit rate chunks. If the

bandwidth increases, higher bit rate chunks can be requested.

Thus, stalling is avoided, but the video properties, however,

can change during playback in three dimensions. The video

resolution can be decreased or increased (spatial dimension),

the frame rate can be altered (temporal dimension), the en-

coding or compression can be changed (image quality dimen-

sion), or a combination of these three can be applied.

Video quality assessment tries to determine users’ QoE

from objective video quality metrics. Most of these video

metrics are based on the image quality of the individual

frames. By temporal pooling, these periodical measures of

the video sequence can be aggregated over time to get one

measure for the whole sequence. To predict the subjective
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quality of videos in classical (i.e. non-adaptive) video stream-

ing, temporal pooling of objective frame metrics already has

been used. In adaptive streaming scenarios, additional qual-

ity changes and sections with lower quality occur and impact

users’ QoE. However, they can be measured by objective

frame metrics, too. Thus, in this paper we evaluate whether

temporal pooling is suitable for HAS and which methods

and which objective metrics are best to assess the subjective

quality of adaptive video streams. Therefore, the paper is

structured as follows: Section 2 presents related work and

Section 3 describes the test setup. In Section 4 we present the

compared pooling methods and objective metrics, and show

the results. Section 5 concludes this paper.

2. RELATED WORK

2.1. HTTP Adaptive Streaming

HAS was first introduced by MOVE Networks in 2007,

and since then has been implemented in proprietary stream-

ing technologies such as Apple’s HTTP Live Streaming1,

Adobe’s HTTP Dynamic Streaming2, or Microsoft’s Sil-

verlight Smooth Streaming3. Recently this approach also

has been standardized by MPEG: Dynamic Adaptive Stream-

ing over HTTP (DASH) [3]. A comparative approach in

terms of achieved quality are the works [4, 5, 6] which in-

spect the performance of different HAS approaches. Another

study [7] compares HAS performance to the performance

achieved with the Scalable Video Coding (SVC) extension

[8] of H.264/AVC which is a competing approach. In terms

of varying video quality as a result of HAS studies, [9, 10]

report quality scores for different video quality profiles. What

is however missing in this related work is a thorough under-

standing of how certain different video qualities over time

sum up in the a posteriori ratings of HAS sequences.

2.2. Temporal Pooling

Objective methodologies for video quality assessment typi-

cally output quality scores per frame. As analyzed video

sequences consist of T frames, a certain (temporal) pooling

metric is needed to combine these T scores to an overall score

for the sequence. An early comparison of simple pooling

methods is given in [11]. They found that pooling methods

which more strongly weigh the most degraded and/or most re-

cent parts of a sequence perform best. Moreover, for metrics

with scores in a narrow dynamic range (such as SSIM), they

found that the pooling method does not influence the over-

all quality score at all. However, they used only short video

1http://developer.apple.com/resources/

http-streaming/
2http://www.adobe.com/de/products/

hds-dynamic-streaming.html
3http://www.microsoft.com/silverlight/

smoothstreaming/

sequences with little motion, thus, their results might not be

applicable to typical HAS content.

More sophisticated pooling methods are presented in [12,

13, 14, 15, 16]. A different pooling approach using spatial

pooling is described in [17]. However, all mentioned tem-

poral pooling methods are mainly targeted towards video se-

quences of 10 to 15 sec and miss out pooling approaches for

longer video sequences as typically viewed in HTTP adaptive

streaming sessions. In order to close this gap, we want to 1)

analyse if current pooling methods can be paramaterised to

work for longer video sequences and 2) to answer the question

which of these pooling methods performs best?

3. TEST SETUP

3.1. Video Quality Profiles

As source sequences we used two 100 sec clips from the open

source video project Sintel4. Each of these clips consisted of

twenty 5 sec video chunks which were available in six differ-

ent bitrate settings as described in Table 1. The target bitrate

was achieved by encoding the chunks with different quanti-

zation parameters, thus, while streaming, only image quality

was adapted. The content of both clips was animation with

a high degree of details and several scenes with high mo-

tion intensity. We have chosen to take into account only one

content class for this analysis as we wanted to basically un-

derstand the relationship between different quality levels, and

obtain a summative overall rating for the whole clip. As 20

video chunks with six video quality levels already span a huge

multi-dimensional space of 620 combinations, we wanted to

stay focused with this one content class.

In the NGMN P-SERQU project [18], these videos were

streamed via HAS technology (Apple HTTP Live Streaming)

through a representative wireless network. Typical mobile

LTE conditions were emulated by adjusting network factors

such as fading, round trip time, interference/noise, jitter, and

competing traffic. As some of the resulting video profiles (i.e.

videos including quality adaptations) were similar, pruning of

the test set allowed to insert artificial profiles, i.e., profiles that

did not show up while using the Apple HLS client in the test

network, but could occur with other HAS technology. The re-

sulting video experiences (16 realistic and 22 artificial profiles

for Clip1, 40 realistic and 12 artificial profiles for Clip2) were

stored and used in the crowdsourcing study. They contained

0-20 quality adaptations, but no stalling.

3.2. Crowdsourcing Setup

Within the QoE research community, crowdsourcing attracts

increasing attention as a novel methodology for conducting

subjective user studies. In essence, the subjective test is out-

sourced to a large anonymous crowd of subjects, who re-

4http://www.sintel.org



Quality Level 1 2 3 4 5 6

Target Bitrate [kbit/s] 128 210 350 545 876 1410

Table 1. Quality Levels and Target Bitrate settings

motely complete the test at their own computers. Especially

micro job platforms like Amazon’s Mechanical Turk5 or Mi-

croworkers6 can be used to recruit test users as described in

[19] and [2]. For subjective video quality tests, specialized

frameworks exist like [20] and [21]. To this end, participants

launch a web-based application in their browser and click

through the subjective test. The main advantage of crowd-

sourcing are low costs and especially the speed at which tasks

and test campaigns are completed. However, since the users

are conducting the test remotely without direct supervision,

reliability of test participants is not guaranteed, especially if

payment is used as an incentive. This is the major challenge

for crowdsourcing QoE assessment as described in [2].

In order to overcome these reliability issues we have cho-

sen only voluntary crowd users throughout partnering insti-

tutions of the NGMN P-SERQU project. To ensure that the

users experience the desired test conditions, the video profiles

(i.e. videos including quality adaptations) were prepared of-

fline and these videos were offered as Podcasts. In order to

participate, the test user had to download a Podcast contain-

ing five different video profiles on her iPhone or iPad. During

the download phase, a personal data questionnaire including

consistency questions was completed by the participant. After

that, the user had to click a button for starting the test, which

appeared upon download completion. Then the user sequen-

tially viewed all video clips. After the playback of each video,

the user was asked to rate her current personal satisfaction

with the video quality on a 5-point ACR scale.

During the five month test phase, 494 users participated.

For our evaluation, we selected those 297 users who com-

pleted the whole test on an iPad.

4. RESULTS

4.1. Per frame quality metrics

The basis of the temporal pooling analysis is formed by the

per-frame values of objective video metrics OM . In this

work, two full reference metrics have been used, namely

the Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) and the Structural

Similarity Index (SSIM). Both metrics have been calculated

for the luma component of the two considered video clips.

Moreover we used trivial objective metrics which depend on

properties of the chunk to which a frame belonged. Thus, we

assigned to each frame the quality level (i.e. values from 1

to 6, cf. Table 1) or the bitrate of the respective chunk. Ad-

ditionally for each quality level we obtained the mean of the

5http://www.mturk.com/mturk/welcome
6http://www.microworkers.com/

MOS of constant quality level profiles (i.e. profiles without

adaptations) and assigned this metric to the frames.

4.2. Preprocessing

The simplest and quite natural temporal pooling approach is

to calculate the mean value of the objective metric output over

all frames of the video clip. Then, one can calculate the corre-

lation between these mean values and the MOS scores gath-

ered in the crowdsourcing experiment. After a quick look

at the mean values of PSNR for different profiles evaluated

for the two clips (see Fig. 1(a)), it was obvious that the mean

PSNR values for all the profiles of the two clips are in a differ-

ent range: For Clip1, the mean PSNR over all quality profiles

was in the range [34.7, 41.2] dB while for Clip2, the mean

values were in the interval [30.7, 37.0] dB. This is caused by

the different spatio-temporal characteristics of the two clips.

As a result, the mean objective metric values, as well as out-

puts of other temporal pooling algorithms, cannot be directly

mapped to MOS scores for the two sequences at once.

Assuming that the encoder is optimized for perceptual

quality and that the perceptual quality at level 6 (Tab. 1) can

be considered as Excellent on the MOS scale, the difference

in objective metric values can be compensated by subtracting

the mean values of the level 6 sequence from all per-frame

PSNR values for all sequences. The input to the temporal

pooling algorithms can then be expressed as objective metric

value with respect to mean value of highest available quality

in the sequence as shown in Fig. 1(b).

4.3. Temporal pooling

In the experiment, 13 different pooling methods were

used and applied to the objective metrics OM . Six

methods were described in [11]: For histogram pooling

(Histogram) the k-th percentile of the cummulative his-

togram values is used. Low values of k express the in-

fluence of the lowest quality frames on viewers. For

Minkowski summation (Minkowski, [ 1T ·∑T
t=1 OMp(t)]1/p)

and exponentially-weighted Minkowski summation (Exp-

Minkowski, [ 1T ·∑T
t=1 exp(

t−T
τ ) · OMp(t)]1/p) high values

of p emphasize the influence of highest quality frames. Exp-

Minkowski additionally accounts for recency effects by the

exponential weighing factor with parameter τ . Mean pool-

ing (Mean, 1
T · ∑T

t=1 OM(t)) and last frames mean pooling

(MeanLastFrames, 1
F ·∑T

t=T−F OM(t)) simply compute the

mean of all or respectively the most recent F frames’ objec-

tive metrics. Local minimum of mean values of N succes-

sive frames (LocalMinimum, min[ 1N
∑N

i=1 OM(t+ i)]) em-

phazises the influence of the poorest quality section on the

overall score. A related approach but not described in [11]

simply computes the mean of the p percent of overall frames

with lowest quality (Percentile).
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Fig. 1. Scatter plot diagram of MOS versus mean objective

metric values for all profiles under consideration and Clip1

(blue stars), Clip2 (red circles).

In [12] the hysteresis effect is presented. To ac-

count for that, for any frame the minimum of quality

scores over the last τ seconds is combined with an el-

ement that indicates the current quality. The mean of

these values is the overall score (Hysteresis, see detailled

description in [12]). In [13] two parametric functions

are described which, similar to Minkowsi pooling, tran-

sition continuously from mean (p = 0) to max pooling

(p → ∞): SoftMax (
∑T

t=1
exp(p·OM(t))∑T

u=1 exp(p·OM(u))
OM(t)) and

LogExp ( 1p log
1
T

∑T
t=1 exp(p · OM(t))). In [14] objective

metrics are clustered by k-means algorithm into two clus-

ters, containing frames of lower and higher quality respec-

tively. After reducing the impact of the less important higher

quality frames by multiplying a weight, the scores are com-

bined (KMeans, see detailed description in [14]). A similar

approach is sequence level pooling (SequenceLevel, see de-

tailed description in [15]) which divides the frames according

to a percentage parameter instead of clustering. In [16] the

score is computed from the mean of the objective metrics and

the differences between successive frames. This score em-

phasizes quality deteriorations and can decrease down to a

saturation threshold (VQA, based on detailed description in

[16] but slightly modified).

4.4. Performance Comparison

As described above most of the metrics require one or more

input parameters to account for recency effects and/or to em-

phasize low quality which both have a higher impact on sub-

jective quality. But no a priori limitation of the parameters

is suitable because it is the aim of the experiment to examine

the usability of each temporal pooling algorithm for adaptive

video streaming. Thus, all the parametric temporal pooling

algorithms are tested for a number of parameter values. This

assumption leads to an optimization problem: we need to find

the optimal parameter values for a given temporal pooling al-

gorithm which maximize the correlation of the temporal pool-

ing output with the subjective scores.

As the dataset is limited to two video clips only, the opti-

mization needs to be cross-validated in order to make sure that

the pooling algorithm is performing well independently of the

training set (used to adjust the parameters) and the evaluation

set (used to check the performance of the trained algorithm)

selection. For cross-validation, the leave one out algorithm

was used, which is known to be the most exhaustive among

all cross-validation algorithms. Its principle is such that dur-

ing the training, one sample is removed from the whole set

of sequences and the training is done on the rest. Then, the

output for the single left out sample is evaluated. Using this

approach as many times as there are samples in the whole

dataset, one gets the same number of cross-validated outputs

as there are samples in total. A good temporal pooling al-

gorithm should exhibit high correlation of the cross-validated

values with the MOS scores for the corresponding profiles.

In the training phase, we have used two different opti-

mization criteria - the Pearson Linear Correlation Coefficient

(PLCC) and Spearman Rank Order Correlation Coefficient

(SROCC) which were also used in the evaluation to assess

the performance of the different temporal pooling algorithms.

The results of the training with cross-validation are given

in Tab. 2 for temporal pooling of per-frame PSNR and SSIM

values. The best performing methods are Percentile, Mean,

VQA, SequenceLevel, and Hysteresis which perform well for

both PSNR and SSIM. With Minkowski and SoftMax pooling

the special case exists that they can be identical to Mean pool-

ing for certain parametrizations and thus could reach better

results which can be seen in the Mean row. However, to keep

the specific characteristics of the methods visible we excluded

this special case in the table. Also with LocalMinimum the

special case was excluded that the minimum of the mean of



all successive frames was the mean of the last frames. Thus,

also LocalMinimum could reach better results which can be

seen in the MeanLastFrames rows.

Pooling algorithm PSNR SSIM

PLCC SROCC PLCC SROCC

Percentile 0.854 0.835 0.854 0.864

Mean 0.851 0.837 0.870 0.866

VQA 0.846 0.833 0.820 0.767

SequenceLevel 0.834 0.777 0.790 0.815

Hysteresis 0.826 0.802 0.867 0.859

Histogram 0.782 0.781 -0.004 -0.150

LogExp 0.571 0.538 0.817 0.812

ExpMinkowski 0.565 0.549 0.572 0.513

LocalMinimum 0.555 0.447 0.506 0.511

MeanLastFrames 0.485 0.477 0.437 0.445

KMeans 0.353 0.334 0.192 0.263

SoftMax 0.259 0.297 0.686 0.648

Minkowski -0.058 0.368 0.815 0.842

Table 2. Correlation between the pooled objective values

(PSNR, SSIM) and subjective MOS after training and cross

validation (sorted by PLCC of PSNR pooling).

Finally, Tab. 3 presents the result achieved when quality

levels or MOS values of constant quality levels (i.e. MOS of

constant level profiles) were used as inputs to the temporal

pooling. For the temporal pooling in this case, all we need

is the scheme of quality level switching along all the profiles

and optionally the six representative MOS values. The results

are comparable to those achieved from temporal pooling of

per-frame objective scores, in some cases even better. Only

KMeans pooling failed to classify the input of quality levels

probably because of the very small number of distinct val-

ues. Apart from that, also the worst PSNR and SSIM pooling

methods perform quite well with quality level and constant

quality level MOS pooling. Both more trivial metrics also

outperform the pooling of chunk bitrates which only reaches

correlations up to 0.79 for the best methods. It is worth men-

tioning that simple mean pooling of quality levels is one of

the best performing methods, although it is the most general

approach which includes almost no information about the un-

derlying content. As the output of pooling of constant quality

level MOS score is on the same scale as the subjective rat-

ings, the scatter plot diagram representing the SequenceLevel

pooling, reaching the highest correlation in this scenario, is

presented in Fig. 2. It illustrates that a good performance can

be achieved by temporal pooling for all 90 quality profiles

without any extreme outliers.

5. CONCLUSION

Throughout this paper we have investigated the performance

of different temporal pooling methods on their prediction per-

Pooling algorithm Quality Level Constant QL MOS

PLCC SROCC PLCC SROCC

SequenceLevel 0.861 0.851 0.883 0.857

VQA 0.867 0.860 0.870 0.882

Mean 0.856 0.837 0.864 0.842

Percentile 0.824 0.806 0.864 0.863

Minkowski 0.820 0.800 0.843 0.818

MeanLastFrames 0.829 0.805 0.842 0.811

ExpMinkowski 0.822 0.802 0.833 0.804

Histogram 0.785 0.789 0.802 0.738

LogExp 0.746 0.711 0.797 0.751

LocalMinimum 0.831 0.803 0.793 0.761

Hysteresis 0.766 0.726 0.780 0.753

KMeans - - 0.739 0.748

SoftMax 0.656 0.598 0.724 0.662

Table 3. Correlation between the pooled quality levels and

pooled constant quality level MOS scores and subjective

MOS after training and cross validation (sorted by PLCC of

Constant QL MOS pooling).

formance for longer video sequences with durations in the

magnitude of minutes. In order to gain maximal performance

of the compared metrics, we have in a first step optimized

their parameters for longer video sequences and then com-

pared their performance for different inputs such as PSNR,

SSIM, quality levels and quality level related MOS.

Our results show that the performance of the certain pool-

ing methods reaches good levels taking into account that they

were intentionally not developed for longer video sequences

as used within this analysis. Surprisingly, we also found that

pure mean (of objective metrics) performs on par with the

best performing pooling methods. Regarding the input used

for the pooling methods, we found that even very basic infor-

mation such as the different quality levels of the video chunks

in a sequence yield to prediction performance comparable to

the performance gathered by using far more complex inputs

such as objective metrics like PSNR and SSIM. This means

that an ultra low complexity metric as the mean of quality

levels of a HAS video sequence delivers already very decent

prediction performance. However, for the initial assignment

of quality levels to frames, PSNR/SSIM analysis qualifies due

to similar correlation results.

To pool or not to pool? To answer this question, we need

to be aware of the setup in which we have obtained the objec-

tive scores per frame or per chunk. For sequences of length in

the order of minutes, we have shown that none of the sophis-

ticated pooling algorithms performs significantly better than

a simple mean of values. Such finding advocates the use of

mean value as a single objective quality representative in such

scenario. Using the mean of objective scores, one can obtain

a good overall quality estimate for a several minutes long se-

quence.
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